Sci-Fri PM: Delivery - 01: Approach to evaluate the accuracy of individual control-points of a VMAT delivery measured by an EPID.
A unique approach that uses Monte Carlo (MC) methods to validate time-resolved measured dose by an electronic portal imaging device (EPID) during delivery of volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) treatments was investigated. Time-resolved dose is simultaneously scored in both the patient and EPID geometries. A RapidArc© verification plan was generated and delivered on a homogeneous cylindrical phantom. Portal images were collected using an aS1000 amorphous-silicon EPID attached to a Varian Clinac 2100ix. The images were acquired in the continuous acquisition mode and in-house analysis software was used to obtain images for each control point. We performed MC simulation and dose calculation of the verification plan using the EGSnrc MC package. The MC phantom file contains both the EPID model and the cylindrical phantom derived from the CT data sets. For the individual control point simulation, we rotate the phantom only using the gantry angle information. For this work, we calculated dose distributions for five control points (out of a total of 177) in the verification plan. The normalized measured and calculated data were compared using the chi comparison (computationally efficient implementation of gamma). The chi comparison between measured and calculated doses for the five control points using criteria of 3% and 3mm revealed an average of 88.7% of all pixels having χ<1. The agreement will improve when the measured portal images are corrected for flood field and support-arm backscatter effects. This approach allows us to obtain both the EPID dose and the phantom/patient dose. These preliminary results demonstrate promising accuracy. With further improvements, this approach will be useful for benchmarking of time-resolved EPID dose applications intended for rotational IMRT QA and adaptive radiation therapy.